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Word links

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Link the words.

1. dissat uce

2. ob ure

3. thermo ess

4. disadv isfied

5. prod ey

6. conf ch

7. ar sphere

8. meas antage

9. nonch gle

10. ea alant

1. Not pleased; disappointed.

2. To follow or carry out the command, 

instruction, or wishes of.

3. The extreme outer edge of the earth's 

atmosphere, within which temperature 

increases steadily with altitude.

4. A condition or situation that makes it 

more difficult to succeed.

5. To bring into being.

6. To admit as true.

7. A curved structure made out of stone 

or brick and used to span an open 

space such as a door.

8. The exact size, weight, or amount of 

something that is found by using a ruler, 

yardstick, scale, or similar device.

9. Not showing excitement or anxiety; 

coolly confident, unflustered, or 

unworried;casually indifferent.

10. A large bird with a strong, curved beak 

and very good eyesight.
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